
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of account payable specialist. We appreciate you taking the time to
review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of
the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for account payable specialist

Monitoring and resolving escalated issues with suppliers and the business
where the process has not been followed correctly, dealing with the
escalations in PRT and the outsource partners, in accordance with Corporate
Policy
Determine the root cause for duplicate payments made and taking preventive
action for the future
Control the production of statement reconciliations done by the outsourcer
to clear vendor accounts to ensure outstanding aged ledger is within 90 days
Communication on a daily basis with the outsource partner to ensure an open
communication channel to provide guidance and guarantee a strong healthy
working relationship
Daily graphs and ad hoc reports to be completed as required for SLA
measurements, SOX compliance and GL accounting reconciliations
Identify process improvements, designing solutions, assisting in drive
implementation, whilst coordinating with other stakeholders
Ensure SOX and Corporate Policy is adhered to at all times
Provides services at expected levels with a clear customer oriented approach
Interacts proactively with all functional areas of the NGSC to ensure
appropriate accounting, financial reporting and compliance
Manage day-to-day activities and co-ordination with the team and
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Qualifications for account payable specialist

1 year plus related experience in Accounting and Finance
Job is mostly sedentary in nature with repetitive computer work required
Receive and process supplier invoices
Ability to communicate effectively and professionally in local languages and
English (written and spoken)
Bacelor's Degree highly preferred - High School Diploma required
10-Key speed of 10,000 KPS or greater with 100% accuracy


